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Salutation

1

1:1 From Paul, a slave of God and apostle of Jesus Christ, to further the faith of God’s chosen ones
and the knowledge of the truth that is in keeping
with godliness, 1:2 in hope of eternal life, which
God, who does not lie, promised before the ages began. 1:3 But now in his own time he has made his
message evident through the preaching I was entrusted with according to the command of God our
Savior. 1:4 To Titus, my genuine son in a common
faith. Grace and peace from God the Father and
Christ Jesus our Savior!
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! য়ဈ˟Ă᎗ૃ༚ָऴܱᘱĂጳල!
য়Ᏻϓ͔ܪĂᄂຯਲ਼োۡᙉĂ
࠼֣ᓾ֎ !য়Ăг༰Ξ̜Џ٘ᑔద
ϕϟĂ
͞˝וആĂᖢලๆೲ͇̌ĂԮྼផ
˝ڀĄహๆೲమІĂߎල! য়Ԧࣆଽ
ϸੈ˝Ԧă
நгᆶܪඛ೨йĂವߎලԦࣆБྼ̜ܪ
ҮԦো̃Ąᙷऽ್οшĂଁͬ! য়
Ԧࣆଽૃ༚᎗ᕨᄂүă

೨йгҸ֦̌Ү!

Titus’ Task on Crete

5

1:5 The reason I left you in Crete was to set in
order the remaining matters and to appoint elders in
every town, as I directed you. 1:6 An elder must be
blameless, the husband of one wife, with faithful
children who cannot be charged with dissipation or
rebellion. 1:7 For the overseer must be blameless as
one entrusted with God’s work, not arrogant, not
prone to anger, not a drunkard, not violent, not
greedy for gain. 1:8 Instead he must be hospitable,
devoted to what is good, sensible, upright, devout,
and self-controlled. 1:9 He must hold firmly to the
faithful message as it has been taught, so that he will
be able to give exhortation in such healthy teaching
and correct those who speak against it.
1:10 For there are many rebellious people, idle
talkers, and deceivers, especially those with Jewish
connections, 1:11 who must be silenced because they
mislead whole families by teaching for dishonest
gain what ought not to be taught. 1:12 A certain one
of them, in fact, one of their own prophets, said,
“Cretans are always liars, evil beasts, lazy gluttons.”
1:13 Such testimony is true. For this reason rebuke
them sharply that they may be healthy in the faith
1:14 and not pay attention to Jewish myths and
commands of people who reject the truth. 1:15 All is
pure to those who are pure. But to those who are
corrupt and unbelieving, nothing is pure, but both
their minds and consciences are corrupted. 1:16 They
profess to know God but with their deeds they deny
him, since they are detestable, disobedient, and unfit
for any good deed.
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Ԧଁ݇үгࢬࣳعĂߎࢊү֣՞ѢᏰ
ԅో֯Ᏸፊᆄ˝Ă˪Ԧ٘ӖײүĂ
гЦݰధϱܛҀĄ
ࡵ Ѣ  Ν  మ  ˟ ĂΩ Ү ˗ ࣍ ્ ˟ ˭ 
͇Ăܪߎ˴̂Ă՞Ѣ˟ӗࣆߎٷ
Ꮎ̘ࡖچՀĂವΝͼధϱă
Ⴝ༚߉ߎ! য়ბचĂτึΝమĂ̘
ІِĂ̘ᇶᛑĂ̘Ю੦ൃ֯Ă̘φ˟Ă̘
ఱཌ̜Ă
ሃ ຌ ଣ  ޝᅇ ˟ Ă п ඟ Ăః ࢥ Ă ̲ ο Ă ཏ
ሑĂҊĄ
ાц٘ାো၀ྼĂವਔ৶ϑା
ᚌ̻˟Ą˪ਔԮۊ˟駁ࣅ˝ă
ЮࠍѢదй˟̘ࡖچՀĂᄱۨྕĂഠݡ
˟Ą֣؆ᖂĂԿߎహᇸă
హְ˟˽ᓀࢊૅҜĄࣆЮఱ̘ཌ̜
Ă̘ྌାጰାጰ˟Ăିᗻ˟А
चă
Ѣࢬࣳ࣍˗̙˟عύвЏۡᄱĂĹࢬं
˟ع૰ᄱᓾྕĂ˛ߎೊᘘĂ˪្˪ᘃĄĺ
హ࣍ᙊߎোă٘ͼүࢊᚐᚐమ౮
ࣆĂָࣆгোྼˮ৶АஶĄ
̘ൗ͈˟ਢാ֎ᄫĂᗒୡোྼ̜˟
ᄮă
гሑஏ˟Ă˱ోێሑஏĄгѲᖄ̘ܪ
˟Ăࠣᆂో̘ሑஏĄఽ͔в͆ֈĂ˴ో
Ѳᖄ˝ă
ࣆᄱߎᄭᙉ! য়Ăҕ֯ࡥ࠸ݑĄύ
ߎΝᇕೊĂߎॆਖ਼ĂгЦᇸඟ֯ˮ
ߎΝᆾୡă
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Conduct Consistent with Sound Teaching

1

Ҭү٘ᓽĂᓀࢊЩͻ֣৶ϑྼĄ

2

ᚌҀя˟ĂࢊѢ༻חĂაఃĂҊцĂгܪ
͔ຐ͔ԠˮĂోࢊ৶Аஶă
˪ᚌҀя્˟Ăᓜͣҕછࢊ़ຯĂ̘ᄱឰ
֎Ă̘ඛ੦ҮεဈĂϠඟྼା˟Ą
пା͋я્˟Ăຐ˭͇Ăຐ̂Ă

2:1 But as for you, communicate the behavior
that goes with sound teaching. 2:2 Older men are to
be temperate, dignified, self-controlled, sound in
faith, in love, and in endurance. 2:3 Older women
likewise are to exhibit behavior fitting for those who
are holy, not slandering, not slaves to excessive
drinking, but teaching what is good. 2:4 In this way
they will train the younger women to love their husbands, to love their children, 2:5 to be selfcontrolled, pure, fulfilling their duties at home, kind,
being subject to their own husbands, so that the
message of God may not be discredited. 2:6 Encourage younger men likewise to be self-controlled, 2:7
showing yourself to be an example of good works in
every way. In your teaching show integrity, dignity,
2:8 and a sound message that cannot be criticized, so
that any opponent will be at a loss, because he has
nothing evil to say about us. 2:9 Slaves are to be subject to their own masters in everything, to do what is
wanted and not talk back, 2:10 not pilfering, but
showing all good faith, in order to bring credit to the
teaching of God our Savior in everything.
2:11 For the grace of God has appeared, bringing
salvation to all people. 2:12 It trains us to reject godless ways and worldly desires and to live selfcontrolled, upright, and godly lives in the present
age, 2:13 as we wait for the happy fulfillment of our
hope in the glorious appearing of our great God and
Savior, Jesus Christ. 2:14 He gave himself for us to
set us free from every kind of lawlessness and to purify for himself a people who are truly his, who are
eager to do good. 2:15 So communicate these things
with the sort of exhortation or rebuke that carries
full authority. Don’t let anyone look down on you.
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ᖯцĂሑĂढ़चઙĂ˟ޝѢऽĂีچ
Ҋ͇̍˭Ăҹ૿! য়ྼఛ໐ᓻă
˪ᚌ͋я˟ࢊᖯцĄ
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үҊ̍˱֯ࢊផΌඟҕၲᇸĂгାˮ
ࢊϑ۠ĂაఃĂ
8
֎ᄫ৶АĂΝమĂΧ֣̈́၅˟Ă߉
ఌΝᄱԦࣆߎ̘ĂܭҊᛆ௦ບă
9
ᚌဈ˟ࢊีچҊ̍˟Ă˱֯ಇ
ᝋĄ̘ΝౣᇟĄ
10 ̘ΝջॊڋҗĄࢊផࠍྔلĂͼ˱֯ಳ
ၶԦࣆଽ! য়ྼĄ
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Юࠍ! য়ଽா˟ऽĂ̎གផڀΌּĂ
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ାԦࣆੴΜ̘ຯਲ਼͔Ăܷʹଏ
ᇑĂг̪ʹҊцĂ̲ཌĂຯਲ਼͞ޗĄ
13 ඇ࣎٘࠼Ă֬ඇ࣎ҋ́ !য়Ă
ĥٔҮуĦԦࣆଽ᎗ૃ༚ၶᚸ
ផநă
14 ࠍԦࣆହ˝Ҋ̍ĂࢊԦࣆ௱ᗒ˗̶ཊ
ೊĂ˪ሑஏԦࣆĂҮҊ̍̃ϓĂሣ͔
ࠍඟă
15 హְ֯үࢊᓽڀĂᚌԥ˟ĂϠЦඇᝊߟమ
౮˟ă̘ΝΧ˟ᅄ࠺үă

˫ౡ!
၅ா˟ݠҕ!

Conduct Toward Those Outside the Church

1

3:1 Remind them to be subject to rulers and authorities, to be obedient, to be ready for every good
work. 3:2 They must not slander anyone, but be
peaceable, gentle, showing complete courtesy to all
people. 3:3 For we too were once foolish, disobedient, misled, enslaved to various passions and desires, spending our lives in evil and envy, hateful
and hating one another. 3:4 But “when the kindness
of God our Savior and his love for mankind appeared, 3:5 he saved us not by works of righteousness that we have done but on the basis of his
mercy, through the washing of the new birth and the
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үࢊᗞᏸா˟ĂΧࣆีچҮؠĂᝊ
ĂᏱĂᏡ౮ҕЦᇸඟ֯Ą
̘ࢊ໐ᓻĂ̘ࢊۊᚭĂᓀࢊοĂЧா˟
́ផߗă
Ԧࣆଁ݇˴ߎۡĂॆਖ਼Ăץਗ਼Ă֯چ
ЦᇸջᇑछሃĂ૰фೊ߱ĥٔҮౙ߱Ħ
Ӷ͔ĂߎΝޫĂ˪ߎقѨ࠸ޫă
Ҭ !˝וয়ԦࣆଽऽຍĂЧ˟٘
߈ຍຐផڀॠ࣎Ă
ܭଽ˝ԦࣆĂ̘֬ߎЮԦࣆҊ̍٘ҕ
ཌĂ˛ߎᇓᇔĂᖢලࢥϟ߽Ă
ཏិԿັă

೨й२
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ཏិವߎ! য়ᖢල᎗ૃ༚ԦࣆଽĂݒ
ݒሒгԦࣆ֖ˮĄ
пΧԦࣆЮऽ૿ࠍཌĂΝͼጳලϕ
ϟ࠼їࠍޡăĥٔҮΝͼጳල࠼
ٙץϕϟĦ
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renewing of the Holy Spirit, 3:6 whom he poured out
on us in full measure through Jesus Christ our Savior. 3:7 And so, since we have been justified by his
grace, we become heirs with the confident expectation of eternal life.”

ඔᄫ!

Summary of the Letter
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హྕߎΝܪĂԦ˴ᙷүԮహְ֯Ă̶̶
၀၀ᓽڀĂְָ֣̎ !ܪয়˟Ă͔
Үϑག֯ຼăĥٔҮ͔ҕඟĦహోߎ࡙
֯Ă֬Ͷᄂ˟Ѣেă
9
ࢊᅇᔕۡኡĂचᙈۨኗĂͼ̓
̵ۊĂ֬Юڰޟ҂ۊᚭĄЮࠍహోߎ
мেă
10 ̵ܜඔᛧ˟Ăᛊԥ࿄˗ѧĂವࢊୡඖ
Ą
11 Юࠍۡྼహඇ˟̎གࡥྼĂϙ˝ཊĂҊ̍
ߎ̘ۡڀĂᔗߎΜҮă

3:8 This saying is trustworthy, and I want you to
insist on such truths, so that those who have placed
their faith in God may be intent on engaging in good
works. These things are good and beneficial for all
people. 3:9 But avoid foolish controversies, genealogies, quarrels, and fights about the law, because they
are useless and empty. 3:10 Reject a divisive person
after one or two warnings. 3:11 You know that such
a person is twisted by sin and is conscious of it himself.

ޡϮમ࣎!

Final Instructions and Greeting
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3:12 When I send Artemas or Tychicus to you,
do your best to come to me at Nicopolis, for I have
decided to spend the winter there. 3:13 Make every
effort to help Zenas the lawyer and Apollos on their
way; make sure they have what they need. 3:14 Here
is another way that our people can learn to engage in
good works to meet pressing needs and so not be
unfruitful. 3:15 Everyone with me greets you. Greet
those who love us in the faith. Grace be with you all.

Ԧφ൳ֱ೨ĂٔߎମૃΞĂוү֣྅Μ
ॠ࣎Ăүࢊᅀქؿι࣮ڮϱΜԦĄЮ
ࠍԦ̎ག؟ຌг֣྅࿄Ίă
13 үࢊᅀქඛޟयҗ৻ĂڮֱᘱҕĂΧ
ࣆ՞Ѣ৾ͺă
14 ֬ͶԦࣆࢊ˟ጮ௪ϑག֯ຼĂĥٔҮࢊ
ጮ ௪ ҕ ඟ ĦᏡ ౮ ٘ ᅭ Ϡ  Ă ҹ ૿ ̘ ඔ ڌ
̃ă
15 СԦг˗ఌో˟મүшăኚમְ֣Ю
Ѣ͔ܪຐԦࣆ˟шăᙷऽ್૰ᄂүࣆா
˟Сгă

